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The Drosophila TATA Binding Protein
Contains a Strong But Masked

Activation Domain

MOONKYOUNG UM1 AND JAMES L. MANLEY2

Department of Biological Sciences, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027

TATA binding protein (TBP) is a critical transcription factor involved in transcription by all three RNA polymer-
ases (RNAPs). Studies using in vitro systems and yeast have shown that the C-terminal core domain (CTD) of
TBP is necessary and sufficient for many TBP functions, but the significance of the N-terminal domain (NTD)
of TBP is still obscure. Here, using transient expression assays in Drosophila Schneider cells, we show that the
NTD of Drosophila TBP (dTBP) strongly activates transcription when fused to the GAL4 DNA binding domain
(DBD). Strikingly, the activity of the NTD is completely repressed in the context of full-length dTBP. In contrast
to the much weaker activation obtained by either full-length dTBP or the dTBP CTD fused to the GAL4 DBD,
activation by the NTD is dependent on the presence of GAL4 binding sites and is susceptible to the effects of a
dominant negative TFIIB mutant, TFIIB∆C202, a property observed previously with certain authentic activation
domains. Activation by the NTD, but not full-length dTBP or the CTD, seems to be mediated by the action of
a strong activation domain, likely a glutamine-rich region. In conclusion, the dTBP NTD can behave as a very
strong activator that is masked in the full-length protein, suggesting possible roles for the dTBP NTD in RNAP
II-mediated transcription.

TATA binding protein Drosophila Activation domain N-terminal domain

TATA binding protein (TBP) is a critical general clear. Nevertheless, comparison of the NTDs reveals
a common feature in higher eukaryotic TBPs; unin-transcription factor required for transcription by all

three RNA polymerases (RNAP) (9). Comparison of terrupted glutamine stretches whose length varies
from 6 residues in chicken TBP to 38 residues inTBP sequences from various species reveals that TBP

has two separate domains (Fig. 1). The N-terminal human TBP (hTBP) (9). Additionally, the NTDs of
vertebrate TBPs are in fact conserved, albeit moredomain (NTD) is species specific, as the lengths and

sequences are different from species to species. In weakly than the CTDs [e.g., (24)]. In contrast, yeast
TBP (yTBP) has a relatively short NTD and does notcontrast, the C-terminal domain (CTD) is highly con-

served. In vitro studies revealed that the CTD of TBP have glutamine stretches, suggesting that, unlike in
yeast, the N-terminal domain of TBP might haveis sufficient for all TBP functions tested, including

DNA binding, protein interaction and assembly into function(s) in higher eukaryotes. Indeed, several stud-
ies regarding function of the NTDs of higher eukary-TFIID, and directing transcription initiation (29,30).

Moreover, studies in yeast showed that the CTD ote TBPs have been reported. Based on inhibition
studies using monoclonal antibodies raised againstalone is sufficient to support cell viability (5,6,20,31).

The significance of the NTD of TBP remains un- epitopes in the NTD, Lescure et al. (13) suggested
that the NTD of hTBP may be involved in RNAP II-
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and III-mediated transcription from TATA-contain- chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT), and 2 µg
of a copia LTR-lacZ internal control plasmid. To ad-ing promoters in vitro. Also, using transient transfec-

tion in Drosophila Schnieder cells, Trivedi et al. (25) just the total amount of actin 5C promoter, Act 5C
PPA was added as necessary and pGem3 was used asshowed that overexpression of full-length dTBP, but

not dTBP CTD, activated RNAP III-mediated tran- a carrier to maintain the total amount of plasmid
DNA to 10 µg. CAT activities were normalized forscription of both TATA-containing and TATA-less

promoters, suggesting the involvement of the dTBP any variations in transfection efficiency by measure-
ment of β-galactosidase activities, as described pre-NTD in RNAP III-mediated transcription. In addi-

tion, Mittal and Hernandez (16) suggested roles of viously (7). Each experiment was done at least three
times in duplicate and the indicated values are thethe TBP NTD in RNAP III-mediated transcription of

U6 small nuclear RNA: the TBP NTD mediates co- averages of experiments.
operative binding with SNAPc to the U6 promoter,
thus enhancing transcription. Taken together, unlike Western Blot Analysis
in yeast, the NTD of TBP may have (an) important

Western blot analysis of whole cell lysates pre-function(s) in higher eukaryotic systems.
pared from transfected cells was performed essen-In this article, using transient expression assays in
tially as described previously (3). Anti-GAL4 anti-Drosophila Schneider cells, we report that the NTD
body was purchased from Santa Cruz.of dTBP can act as a very strong activator when fused

to the GAL4 DNA binding domain (DBD). Strik-
ingly, this strong activation domain is completely re-

RESULTSpressed in the context of full-length dTBP fused to
the same GAL4 DBD, which can also activate tran- The dTBP N-Terminal Domain Can Act as a Strong
scription, but by a distinct mechanism. Based on Transcriptional Activator When Fused to a
these results and other observations, we present a Heterologous DNA Binding Domain
model suggesting that the TBP NTD functions to fa-
cilitate preinitiation complex assembly on a subset of dTBP has the longest known NTD (10,17) (Fig.

1A). While amino acid identities of the CTDs be-RNAP II promoters.
tween Drosophila and human TBPs are 88%, the
dTBP NTD does not share significant homology with
either yTBP or hTBP. Nevertheless, the dTBP NTDMATERIALS AND METHODS
contains glutamine stretches, like vertebrate TBPs.

Plasmid Constructs While the NTDs of vertebrate TBPs have uninter-
rupted glutamine stretches, dTBP has two separateThe in vivo expression vector, Act PPA, was de-
glutamine stretches whose lengths are 6 and 8 aminoscribed previously (7). Details of the GAL4-dTBP and
residues. Figure 1B schematically depicts fusion pro-GAL4-VP16 expression plasmids, 5G4 E1b TATA
teins consisting of the GAL4 DNA binding domainCAT and 5G4 Inr CAT, were described previously
(GAL4 DBD 1-147) and full-length dTBP or other(26). The GAL4-dTBP∆Nde (formerly named GAL4-
dTBP derivatives.dTBP163-353) and GAL4-dTBP∆HB (formerly
In transiently transfected Drosophila Schneidernamed GAL4-dTBP∆315-320) expression plasmids

cells, GAL4-dTBP was found to increase expressionwere described previously (3). The dTFIIB and dTFI-
from cotransfected CAT reporter plasmids containingIB∆C202 expression plasmids were also described
five GAL4 DNA binding sites upstream of either apreviously (4). All GAL4-dTBP mutants were con-
minimal TATA box (5G4 E1b TATA CAT) or anstructed from GAL4-dTBP by standard subcloning
initiator element (5G4 Inr CAT) (15,26) (Fig. 2A, B).procedure. GAL4-dTBP∆AB and GAL4-dTBP∆APB
With transfection of only 10 ng of the GAL4-dTBPhave 15 and 7 extra amino residues, respectively,
expression construct, an �20-fold increase of CATgenerated from out-of-frame vector sequences.
activity was observed. It has been suggested that this
type of activation is mediated through artificial re-DNA Transfection and Transient Expression Assays
cruitment of TBP (probably as a form of TFIID), by-
passing the requirement of an activator (1,11,15,28).DNA transfection and transient expression assays

using Drosophila Schneider L2 cells were performed Therefore, it requires the functions of intact TBP,
such as DNA binding. Consistent with this, and asessentially as described previously (7,26). In brief,

cells were transfected with DNA mixtures containing shown previously (15), recruitment of a GAL4-dTBP
containing a 6-residue in-frame deletion in the CTDthe amounts of expression plasmids indicated in the

figure legends, 2 µg of a reporter plasmid encoding (GAL4-dTBP∆HB), which disrupts DNA binding ac-
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of TBPs from various species. The direct repeats in the CTD are shown as shaded boxes and arrows.
The positive symbols between the direct repeats represent basic repeats. The boxed Q indicates glutamine stretches in the NTD and the
number of glutamines is denoted on the right side. For human TBP, the number of glutamines that appear as polymorphism is also shown.
(B) Schematic depicting the wild-type dTBP and dTBP derivatives fused to the GAL4 DNA binding domain. For GAL4-dTBP∆AB and
GAL4-dTBP∆APB, the extra amino residues generated from out-of-frame vector sequences are shown. GAL4-VP16 used as a control is
also depicted.

tivity of dTBP, did not increase CAT activity from GAL4-dTBP (Fig. 2A, B). Strikingly, deletion of 24
additional amino residues towards the N-terminuseither 5G4-E1b TATA CAT or 5G4-Inr CAT report-

ers (Fig. 2A, B). Partial deletion of the dTBP CTD (GAL4-dTBP∆APB) resulted in another 10-fold in-
crease in activation, comparable to that obtained withalso caused complete loss of activity (e.g., GAL4-

dTBP∆BstXI) (Fig. 2A, B). In contrast, deletion of the prototypical strong activator GAL4-VP16 (Fig.
2A, B). With transfection of 10 ng of the GAL4-dTB-the entire NTD was without effect: recruitment of the

dTBP CTD as a GAL4 fusion (GAL4-dTBP∆Nde) P∆AB and GAL4-dTBP∆APB expression constructs,
CAT activity from 5G4-E1b TATA CAT was in-increased CAT activity from reporters similar to what

was observed with the full-length dTBP. (The creased by �200-fold and �2000-fold, respectively.
These two GAL4-dTBP NTD derivatives functionedslightly reduced levels reflect lower accumulation of

this fusion protein; see below.) on both 5G4-E1b TATA CAT and 5G4-Inr CAT re-
porters, although activities were somewhat lower forUnexpected results were obtained when the entire

CTD was deleted. In contrast to the small, in-frame 5G4-Inr CAT (Fig. 2B, �500-fold maximum activa-
tion). Consistent with previous results showing thatdeletion (GAL4-dTBP∆HB) or the longer ∆BstXI de-

letion, both of which were inactive, deletion of the overexpression of TBP per se in Schneider cells re-
sults in activation of minimal TATA-containing pro-entire CTD (GAL4-dTBP∆AB) resulted in almost 10-

fold stronger activation than that obtained with moters but not of Inr-containing promoters (3), ex-
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Figure 2. The dTBP NTD can act as a strong transcriptional activator when fused to a heterologous DNA binding domain. 10 ng of each
of the indicated GAL4-dTBP derivative fusion protein expression plasmids was cotransfected into Drosophila Schneider cells with the
indicated reporter plasmid shown at the bottom; 5G4 TATA CAT (A) and GAL4 Inr CAT (B). To facilitate comparison, the value obtained
from transfection of Act PPA was set as 1.0. Transcriptional activation by expression of GAL4-VP16 is displayed for comparison.

pression of GAL4-dTBP and GAL4-dTBP∆Nde also activation by the CTD involves recruitment of TBP/
TFIID, the NTD functions similarly to an authenticactivated expression of reporters containing a TATA

box without GAL4 binding sites, albeit slightly less activation domain.
To examine if the differences in activities ofefficiently than with GAL4 binding sites (15) (Fig.

3). In contrast, GAL4-dTBP∆AB and GAL4-dTBP- GAL4-dTBP derivatives might be related to different
levels of protein accumulation, Western blot analysis∆APB were completely inactive in the absence of

GAL4 binding sites (Fig. 3), like GAL4-VP16 and of whole-cell extracts prepared from transfected cells
was performed using an anti-GAL4 antibody. Asother sequence-specific activators. These results sug-

gest that activation by these GAL4-dTBP derivatives shown in Figure 4, accumulation of the fusion pro-
teins was reasonably similar, regardless of their acti-is mediated by a different mechanism from that uti-

lized by GAL4-dTBP and GAL4-dTBP∆Nde: while vation activities (except for GAL4-dTBP∆Nde and
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similar to GAL4-dTBP. The multiple bands could be
the result of phosphorylation of the dTBP NTD, as
reported previously (8).

Activation by the TBP N-Terminal Domain Is
Susceptible to the Dominant Negative Effects of a
dTFIIB Mutant, dTFIIB∆C202

Both GAL4dTBP∆AB and GAL4dTBP∆APB con-
tain glutamine stretches. An authenticDrosophila trans-
criptional activator containing a glutamine-rich acti-
vation domain is the homeodomain protein fushi
tarazu. It was shown previously that a fusion protein
of GAL4 DBD and the fushi tarazu activation domain
(GAL4-ftzQ) acts as a transcriptional activator
through a direct interaction with dTFIIB, possibly by
causing a conformational change in TFIIB and conse-
quently stabilizing the interaction between dTFIIB
and dTFIID and/or RNAP II (2,4). Expression of a
dTFIIB C-terminal deletion mutant, dTFIIB∆C202,Figure 3. Activation by the GAL4-dTBP NTD derivatives requires

the presence of GAL4 binding sites in the promoters. The reporter inhibits the transcriptional activation by GAL4-ftzQ
plasmid, E1b TATA CAT, which does not contain GAL4 binding through a direct interaction. Because dTFIIB∆C202
sites, was cotransfected with 10 ng of each of the indicated GAL4-

is unable to be incorporated into a preinitiation com-dTBP derivative fusion protein expression plasmids.
plex (18), once it interacts with GAL4-ftzQ it blocks
the activity of GAL4-ftzQ. Inhibition of GAL4-ftzQ
by dTFIIB∆C202 displays specificity, as transcrip-GAL4-dTBP∆HB). Therefore, these results exclude
tion activated by GAL4-VP16 was not inhibited bythe possibility that different levels of protein accumu-
expression of dTFIIB∆C202 (4).lation were responsible for the different degrees of
Based on the presence of the glutamine-rich re-activation. Although GAL4-dTBP∆HB accumulated

gions in the dTBP NTD, we investigated the effectto a lower level, this cannot fully explain the inactiv-
of expression of dTFIIB∆C202 on transcriptional ac-ity of this protein, as GAL4-dTBP∆Nde, which accu-
tivation by the GAL4-dTBP derivatives. As shown inmulated to a similar level, activated CAT expression
Figure 5A, dTFIIB∆C202 did not affect activation by
GAL4-dTBP and GAL4-dTBP∆Nde, consistent with
it interacting with only certain transcriptional activa-
tors (4). In contrast, activation by GAL4-dTBP∆AB
and GAL4-dTBP∆APB was strongly inhibited by ex-
pression of dTFIIB∆C202 (�8- and �10-fold) (Fig.
5A, B), albeit less efficiently than the case of GAL4-
ftzQ (�80-fold) (Fig. 5A). The inhibition by dTFI-
IB∆C202 indeed reflects an interaction, direct or indi-
rect, with TFIIB, as it was completely relieved by
coexpression of full-length TFIIB (Fig. 5B). How-
ever, the interaction between dTFIIB∆C202 and the
dTBP NTD is unlikely to be direct: inhibition of
GAL4-ftzQ-mediated transcriptional activation by
dTFIIB∆C202 is significantly stronger (�8-fold)
than the inhibition of GAL4-dTBP∆AB- and GAL4-
dTBP∆APB-mediated activation (Fig. 5A). More sig-
nificantly, neither dTFIIB nor dTFIIB∆C202 inter-
acts with GAL4-dTBP∆AB and GAL4-dTBP∆APB

Figure 4. Accumulation of GAL4-dTBP derivative fusion pro- in in vitro binding assays (data not shown). There-
teins. Whole-cell lysates were prepared from cells transfected with

fore, we suggest that dTFIIB∆C202 inhibits GAL4-the indicated GAL4-dTBP derivative expression plasmids and ana-
lyzed by Western blot analysis using an anti-GAL4 antibody. dTBP∆AB- and GAL4-dTBP∆APB-mediated tran-
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Figure 5. (A) Activation by the TBP NTD is susceptible to the dominant negative effects of a dTFIIB mutant, dTFIIB∆C202. 10 ng of the
indicated GAL4-dTBP derivative expression plasmid and 5G4 TATA CAT were cotransfected either with or without 2 µg of the dTFI-
IB∆C202 expression plasmid. The open and closed bars represent the results without and with dTFIIB∆C202, respectively. TFIIB and
dTFIIB∆C202 are schematically depicted at the top. (B) Coexpression of full-length dTFIIB relieves the inhibition by dTFIIB∆C202 on
activated transcription by the GAL4-dTBP NTP derivatives. 10 ng of each GAL4-dTBP derivative expression plasmid and 2 µg of the
dTFIIB∆C202 expression plasmid were cotransfected either with or without 2 µg of the dTFIIB expresson plasmid. Fold inhibition is the
ratio between the normalized CAT values obtained with and without expression of dTFIIB∆C202. The black and gray bars represent the
results without and with expression of TFIIB, respectively.
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scriptional activation by sequestering a target factor derivatives (Fig. 6C), the dTBP NTD, through pro-
tein–protein interaction, recruits a “target” factor, orrequired for GAL4-dTBP∆AB and GAL4-dTBP-

∆APB activities, and that TFIIB is an indirect target coactivator, which interacts with dTFIIB, and this
consequently activates transcription by a more typicalof the TBP NTD.
activation mechanism. When dTFIIB∆C202 is ex-
pressed, the GAL4-dTBP NTD fusion protein inter-
acts with the “target” factor bound to dTFIIB∆C202.DISCUSSION
As dTFIIB∆C202 cannot be incorporated into preini-
tiation complexes, the activation by the GAL4-dTBPWe have shown here that not only the dTBP CTD

but also the dTBP NTD can activate transcription NTD derivatives is blocked.
Combining the above ideas, we suggest a possiblewhen fused to the GAL4 DBD. However, activation

by these two dTBP domains is mediated through dif- model for the role of the NTD in wild-type dTBP
(Fig. 6D). Once TBP/TFIID binds to DNA, the “tar-ferent mechanisms. As suggested previously (1,11,

15,28), activation by the CTD likely reflects recruit- get” factor is recruited to the preinitiation complex,
possibly through interaction with dTFIIB, and thement of TBP/TFIID to promoters, bypassing the need

for activators, whereas the NTD functions more like dTBP NTD then interacts with the “target” factor and
stabilizes the complex. In the case of the GAL4-a typical strong activation domain.

Interestingly, the dTBP NTD activates transcrip- dTBP NTD derivatives, the strong activity could be
due to its involvement in two steps: active recruit-tion only when essentially the entire CTD is deleted.

GAL4 derivatives fused to full-length TBP or a dele- ment of the “target” factor and stabilization of the
complex. Lescure et al. (13) showed that a mono-tion lacking the entire NTD gave equivalent levels of

activation, and appear to do so by the TBP recruit- clonal antibody generated against an epitope in the
NTD of TBP, mAb1C2, inhibited in vitro transcrip-ment mechanism. Only in the absence of essentially

the entire CTD was the very strong activation func- tion of RNAP II- and III-mediated transcription from
TATA-containing, but not from TATA-less, promot-tion of the NTD revealed. Partial dTBP C-terminal

deletion mutants were completely inactive, suggest- ers. Addition of mAb1C2 did not interfere with TBP
binding to the TATA box or with TBP–TFIIA–T-ing that the remaining nonfunctional, and probably

misfolded, CTD retains the ability to inhibit NTD FIIB complex formation, suggesting a subsequent
step of preinitiation complex formation is prevented.function. This could be the reason why further dele-

tion of the entire CTD and part of the NTD (GAL4- These findings are consistent with our data and
model, including our observation that TATA-lackingdTBP∆APB) increased transcriptional activity by an

additional �10-fold. It is possible that this inhibitory promoters are not activated by GAL4-NTD deriva-
tives as strongly as TATA-containing promoters.effect of the CTD reflects a direct interaction between

the two domains, such that the NTD is inactive but What might be the “target” protein for the dTBP
NTD? We did not obtain any interaction between thethe CTD retains activity. However, we failed to de-

tect a direct interaction using in vitro binding assays GAL4-dTBP NTD derivatives and TFIIFα, TFIIFβ,
and TFIIB with in vitro binding assays (data not(data not shown). This could reflect the differences

between the intermolecular interaction that we tested shown). However, there are of course many candi-
dates, including TAFIIs, SRB/mediators, and coacti-and the intramolecular interaction that would occur

in vivo. Alternatively, the inhibitory effects between vators. As the GAL4-dTBP NTD derivatives also ac-
tivate transcription in yeast (data not shown), thethese two domains might be due to a conformational

constraint rather than direct interaction. “target” factor would appear to exist in yeast, too.
However, as the NTD of yeast TBP is shorter andAlthough we observed very strong sequence-spe-

cific activation by the GAL4-dTBP NTD derivatives, also lacks characteristic glutamine stretches, the
mechanism involved in stabilization of the “target”this type of activation would be unlikely to happen

physiologically: there is no evidence that TBP func- factor by the TBP NTD has likely evolved in higher
eukaryotes. Using similar assays to those employedtions as a sequence-specific activator in vivo. What

then is the significance of the NTD activation func- here, the NTD of human TBP was also found to acti-
vate transcription from a TATA-containing promotertion? We suggest the models illustrated in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6A and B, GAL4 DBD recruits when fused to a heterologous DNA binding domain
(22,23), supporting the existence of a conservedfull-length dTBP or the dTBP CTD and this activates

transcription, with the TBP moiety of GAL4-dTBP mechanism. These studies did not, however, deter-
mine whether the hTBP NTD is masked as we havefunctioning analogously to natural TBP and the fu-

sion to the GAL4 DBD replacing the requirement for shown here for dTBP.
It is likely that the function of the TBP NTD isan activator. In the case of the GAL4-dTBP NTD
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Figure 6. Models for transcriptional activation by the CTD and the NTD of dTBP. GAL4-dTBP (A) and GAL4-dTBP CTD (GAL4-
dTBP∆Nde) (B) activate transcription through recruitment of full-length dTBP and the dTBP CTD, respectively. (C) Transcriptional activa-
tion by the GAL4-dTBP NTD derivatives (GAL4-dTBP∆AB and GAL4-dTBP∆APB) involves the interaction between the NTD of dTBP
and the “target” factor, which also interacts with dTFIIB. When dTFIIB∆C202 is expressed, the “target” factor bound to dTFIIB∆C202
interacts with the NTD of dTBP and blocks the activity. (D) In wild-type dTBP, once dTBP interacts with DNA, the “target” factor is
recruited to the preinitiation complex, possibly through interaction with dTFIIB, and the dTBP NTD then interacts with the “target” factor
and stabilizes the complex.

important for transcription of only specific subsets of eukaryotes contain glutamine stretches, which are en-
coded by CAG repeats. Inherited neurodegenerativegenes. This is consistent with in vitro studies showing

that the CTD is sufficient for basal and activated tran- diseases, including Huntington disease, Kennedy dis-
ease, and spinocerebellar ataxias types 1 and 3, resultscription (29,30). It is possible that the “target” factor

or some aspect of promoter structure could provide from abnormal expansions of CAG trinucleotides in
the coding region of genes, which are translated intothe specificity. Interestingly, we showed recently that

heterozygosity of TBP can cause phenotypic abnor- polyglutamine tracts [for review, see (14)]. The ag-
gregation of mutated proteins leads to abnormal intra-malities in chicken DT40 cells (27). While exogen-

eous expression of full-length TBP rescued all the nuclear inclusions. The glutamine stretches in TBP
also show polymorphism in a random human popula-abnormalities caused by TBP heterozygosity, expres-

sion of the TBP CTD rescued some but not all of tion, as the length varies from 26 to 42 amino resi-
dues (21). In addition, Perez et al. (19) showed thatthese phenotypes. For example, slow growth and

apoptotic phenotypes were only partly rescued by the TBP can be recruited into intranuclear inclusions in
vivo. Therefore, it is conceivable that the expansionTBP CTD, while a mitotic delay reflecting reduced

expression of cdc25B phosphatase was fully rescued. of CAG repeats in the TBP gene is involved in neuro-
degenerative disease. Indeed, Koide et al. (12)These results suggest that the TBP NTD could be

important for transcription of (a) gene(s) involved in reported that a patient with unique neurologic symp-
toms consisting of ataxia and intellectual deteriora-cell growth control and/or preventing apoptosis.

Thus, the available data suggest that the TBP NTD tion displayed expansion of the CAG repeats (to 63
repeats) in the TBP gene. Although it is not clearfunctions in transcription of a subset of genes.

As mentioned earlier, the NTDs of TBPs of higher whether these disease symptoms are related to the
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natural function of the TBP NTD, they do emphasize complex, and may be important for efficient tran-
scription of a subset of genes.the significance of understanding its physiological

role.
In conclusion, we have shown that dTBP contains

a very strong activation domain that is entirely ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
masked in the context of full-length TBP. We suggest
that this domain, which functions with both TATA- We are grateful to J. Colgan and K. Han for pro-
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